June 9, 2010 will always be remembered as an evening of great achievement not just by me but by my classmates and the Bronx Community College Media Technology Program. We just love telling good stories and making movies!

I remember the first day of class and our instructor, Prof. Jeffrey Wisotsky, telling us that all the hard work we put into our projects would pay off by the time of the festival. Our professor really meant every word. As for my personal experience at Clearview Cinema in NYC, it started not so good for me. I felt pains in my stomach I had never felt before, as if a million tiny swords were trying to penetrate my guts. I was extremely worried about the reaction towards my movie. I was thinking things like, what if the parts I wrote in the script that I thought were funny the audience now didn’t find funny? Basically a lot of different emotions were running through my mind and body.

When my family arrived and I was finally seated, things got a little better. I was happy that all my classmates were able to produce a finished project. I felt I had a special bond with everyone in the class, and I was very proud of our hard work as a group. When it was time to show my film, Unforgettable, I was very nervous and eager to receive the audience feedback. It turned out to be great. The audience laughed when I wanted them to, and the film got all the responses I had hoped for.

When it was time for the awards ceremony, my apprehensive feelings came back even though I already knew I was going to win one award. The program book had listed “The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Award” recipients. I had had my eye on the top four awards since day one of class. O.K., to be honest, I had first place on my mind, but I knew what had produced and I did not think it was worthy of the first prize. As the names were read and Anthony Strader won 4th place, I was like, “Okay, maybe I do have a shot”, and when DeWitt Davis from the Eastman Kodak Company was announcing the 3rd place winner, I felt that I said my name under my breath then maybe he would be under my spell and say my name as well. Lucky for me it worked, and I won 3rd place. I was filled with joy.

After I received my trophy, I gave it to my mother and told her, “This is yours.” My mother allows me not to have to work hard to be under my spell and say my name as well. Lucky for me it worked, and I won 3rd place. I was filled with joy.

During the Arthur Avenue reception, people came up to me and gave me very encouraging words, the words that will inspire me to produce even better films. One person told me the way I kept my film simple and never lost focus of the relationship between the boy and girl made my characters believable and outstanding! I am thankful for everyone who gave me the chance to succeed- and of course to Prof. Wisotsky for creating a Media Technology Program that surpasses that in most four-year schools. Congratulations to all my classmates—I wish you guys the best of luck on all future projects.

The 2010 Eastman Kodak Student Filmmaker Awards were presented by DeWitt Davis, Eastman Kodak’s Film School Liaison. Anthony Strader won fourth place for his student film, Finding Mike’s Light. I won the third prize for my film, Unforgettable. Daarina Herriott won the second prize for her film, Run On. The first prize went to Armando Valeriano for his documentary film, Sky’s the Limit.
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minute films. It’s a real-world deadline environment, exerting the pressures similar to deadlines experienced by filmmakers at major movie studios.”

Award Winners

Anthony Strader also received The First Steve Garfinkel Memorial Award for Excellence in Media. Steve passed away in Aug 2009. During his 13-year tenure at Kodak, he had served as the Eastern Regional Manager for the Entertainment Imaging Division of the Eastman Kodak Company. Steve was also an accomplished cinematographer, a member of IA State Local 600, The Cinematographers Guild, and an associate member of the American Society of Cinematographers.

Dejan Georgevich, ASC, an award-winning feature television and documentary cinematographer, presented the memorial award. “Steve’s record of helping students with their films is legendary. He was a guiding spirit and mentor to many up-and-coming talented filmmakers. Steve lived with a dedication and passion for photography and motion picture. His photo portfolio was a remarkable collection revealing a sensitive eye for light and composition, as well as, his love for humanity,” said Mr. Georgevich. Steve dedicated his life to helping students and students realize their potential. He sincerely cared about each BCC student and he clearly demonstrated this caring through sincere communication, kind words, and positive actions. He was unwavering in the support of our students and went the extra mile for our school because he understood that we serve a diverse population facing many financial challenges. Steve’s enduring legacy will live in the lives of our students who are bravely embarking on film and video careers.

Media Technology graduate Derrick Johnson received the First Media Technology Marie Nesbitt Promise Prize. Established in 2007 by BCC alumna Vikki L. Pryor, the President and CEO of SBLI USA Mutual Life Insurance Company, Inc., the prize was created in memory of Ms. Pryor’s grandmother, Marie Nesbitt. Marie Nesbitt was born on August 16, 1917 in Clearwater, Florida, and was raised in Kingstree, South Carolina. A great granddaughter of slaves, Ms. Nesbitt’s formal education stopped at the third grade. Having lived through the Great Depression, World War II, as well as the Jim Crow and Civil Rights eras, Ms. Nesbitt was a woman of strong opinions and deeply held principles who was an inspiration to her family and friends. She taught everyone she touched to reach for the stars by doing their best, to trust in God, to stand up for what they believed in, and most of all, to never give up. The Marie Nesbitt Promise Prize is given to a first-year student who has demonstrated exceptional academic achievement and professional promise.

Invaluable Experience Gained at BCC

Employers in the film and television industry – which is a $100 billion dollar industry in New York – are always on the lookout for new talent. For one glorious day, our students to their educational endeavors.

It was more than successful, it was LIVE! all night, from 10 pm to 1 am. We got it in with OVA-FLOH (aka SGA Senator) Brittany Lanzano as the Master of Ceremonies and DJ AJ on the ones and twos. Two BCC students went home that night as winners of our own. Benjamin Terrence from the Veterans Club won an Dell laptop, and Jasmine Brown won a 32-gig iPod Touch. Big thanks to S.W.A.T (volunteers for SGA) for all their help and hard work. And thank you, Urbani Unity for the energy and school spirit you bring.

Come see you all at the BCC Halloween Party, which will be bigger and better, with unbelievable decorations and costume contests. Contact the Office of Student Life for more information at in Meister Hall, room 202, and look for events and opportunities for students.

Friend us on Facebook too.

BCC Hosts Welcome Back Bash!

Friday, September 24, 2010 was the beginning of a new positive energy on our Bronx Community College campus. What am I talking about? “The Welcome Back Bash,” which was put in place and sponsored by your Student Government Association in an effort to welcome back all BCC students to their educational endeavor.

At the BCC Welcome Back Bash,
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Brian Zubala receives Kodak Award. (From left to right: Dr. Debora Gosnher, Chairperson, Communication Arts & Sciences Department; BCC Filmmaker Brian Zubala; Arminio Davisi, Eastman Kodak Company; and Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, Director, CAS Media Technology Program and Festival Director. Photo: Thomas Donley
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production executives from the Eastman Kodak Company, Cablevision’s Clearview Cinema, Avid Technology, The Independent Film Channel, Panavision, Barzob Bonz Lighting and many other companies were on hand to screen the films and present awards.

Last but not least, the BCC Film & Video Festival was also the setting for the Sixth Annual Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards. Professor Rondinone had his first teaching assignment in the BCC English Department. He died at the age of 48 five years ago. The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards were established by the Media Technology Program to recognize students who have demonstrated the capability to make a positive difference at Bronx Community College and in their community. The 2010 Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Award Winners were: Anthony Strader, Ashley Barrios, Daarina Herrrott, Brian Zubala, Christopher Cranston, Debra Isaacs and Armando Valeriano.

The AVID TECHNOLOGY Award was presented to Media Technology student Jeremy Quinones for excellence in Television Non-linear Editing. The award was presented by Mr. Kevin Johnston from AVID Technology.

The 2010 Chairpersons Award for Documentary Filmmaking was presented to Armando Valeriano for his documentary film, The Sky's the Limit. The award was presented by Dr. Gosner.

“BCC’s Media Technology Program is a great place to begin to pursue a career as a filmmaker, with small class sizes and personal attention to each student. I’m writing a new screenplay and can’t wait to go back into production. The most important thing about BCC is that it puts the story at the center of filmmaking. It doesn’t champion special effects or the characters,” said Armando Valeriano. “The caliber of the films is always amazing. I’m so impressed by what the students have managed to do on very small budgets,” added Derrick Johnson.

The Media Technology Program at Bronx Community College prepares students for entry-level employment in production support and selected technical areas of video, film and associated media production. The first-year content includes exposure to the entire production process. Students are taught by industry professionals who provide extensive hands-on instruction. In the second year, students perform in various crew positions on actual production projects.

Before this year’s festival, there was a call for entries. The students had to submit their films to be considered for the festival. The films were then screened at this year’s film festival and are as varied as the students that created them. Showing films is as important as making them,” said Prof. Wisotsky. “Audience feedback is invaluable in developing a clear sense of what one wants to do as a film and video artist.”

The annual Film & Video Festival creates an exciting atmosphere for students to show off their work and a group of film industry representatives to see it. Special thanks to Dr. Debora Gosnher, Chair of the Communications Arts & Sciences Department, for her continued support for this year’s festival. As Prof. Wisotsky noted, the competition would not be possible without her leadership and guidance.

Productions from the Eastman Kodak Company, Cablevision’s Clearview Cinema, Avid Technology, The Independent Film Channel, Panavision, Barzob Bonz Lighting and many other companies were on hand to screen the films and present awards.

Last but not least, the BCC Film & Video Festival was also the setting for the Sixth Annual Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards. Professor Rondinone had his first teaching assignment in the BCC English Department. He died at the age of 48 five years ago. The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards were established by the Media Technology Program to recognize students who have demonstrated the capability to make a positive difference at Bronx Community College and in their community. The 2010 Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Award Winners were: Anthony Strader, Ashley Barrios, Daarina Herrrott, Brian Zubala, Christopher Cranston, Debra Isaacs and Armando Valeriano.

The AVID TECHNOLOGY Award was presented to Media Technology student Jeremy Quinones for excellence in Television Non-linear Editing. The award was presented by Mr. Kevin Johnston from AVID Technology.

The 2010 Chairpersons Award for Documentary Filmmaking was presented to Armando Valeriano for his documentary film, The Sky’s the Limit. The award was presented by Dr. Gosner.

“BCC’s Media Technology Program is a great place to begin to pursue a career as a filmmaker, with small class sizes and personal attention to each student. I’m writing a new screenplay and can’t wait to go back into production. The most important thing about BCC is that it puts the story at the center of filmmaking. It doesn’t champion special effects or the characters,” said Armando Valeriano. “The caliber of the films is always amazing. I’m so impressed by what the students have managed to do on very small budgets,” added Derrick Johnson.

The Media Technology Program at Bronx Community College prepares students for entry-level employment in production support and selected technical areas of video, film and associated media production. The first-year content includes exposure to the entire production process. Students are taught by industry professionals who provide extensive hands-on instruction. In the second year, students perform in various crew positions on actual production projects.

Before this year’s festival, there was a call for entries. The students had to submit their films to be considered for the festival. The films were then screened at this year’s film festival and are as varied as the students that created them. Showing films is as important as making them,” said Prof. Wisotsky. “Audience feedback is invaluable in developing a clear sense of what one wants to do as a film and video artist.”

The annual Film & Video Festival creates an exciting atmosphere for students to show off their work and a group of film industry representatives to see it. Special thanks to Dr. Debora Gosnher, Chair of the Communications Arts & Sciences Department, for her continued support for this year’s festival. As Prof. Wisotsky noted, the competition would not be possible without her leadership and guidance.

Production executives from the Eastman Kodak Company, Cablevision’s Clearview Cinema, Avid Technology, The Independent Film Channel, Panavision, Barzob Bonz Lighting and many other companies were on hand to screen the films and present awards.

Last but not least, the BCC Film & Video Festival was also the setting for the Sixth Annual Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards. Professor Rondinone had his first teaching assignment in the BCC English Department. He died at the age of 48 five years ago. The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards were established by the Media Technology Program to recognize students who have demonstrated the capability to make a positive difference at Bronx Community College and in their community. The 2010 Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Award Winners were: Anthony Strader, Ashley Barrios, Daarina Herrrott, Brian Zubala, Christopher Cranston, Debra Isaacs and Armando Valeriano.

The AVID TECHNOLOGY Award was presented to Media Technology student Jeremy Quinones for excellence in Television Non-linear Editing. The award was presented by Mr. Kevin Johnston from AVID Technology.

The 2010 Chairpersons Award for Documentary Filmmaking was presented to Armando Valeriano for his documentary film, The Sky’s the Limit. The award was presented by Dr. Gosner.

“BCC’s Media Technology Program is a great place to begin to pursue a career as a filmmaker, with small class sizes and personal attention to each student. I’m writing a new screenplay and can’t wait to go back into production. The most important thing about BCC is that it puts the story at the center of filmmaking. It doesn’t champion special effects or the characters,” said Armando Valeriano. “The caliber of the films is always amazing. I’m so impressed by what the students have managed to do on very small budgets,” added Derrick Johnson.

The Media Technology Program at Bronx Community College prepares students for entry-level employment in production support and selected technical areas of video, film and associated media production. The first-year content includes exposure to the entire production process. Students are taught by industry professionals who provide extensive hands-on instruction. In the second year, students perform in various crew positions on actual production projects. Students may find employment as entry-level crew and/or production assistants in feature and short films, commercials, and industrial, educational, and documentary productions or in production-builds for video and film. Other students can receive BA’s or BFA degrees at a four-year college.

During CUNY Month you will have a chance to view all fourteen films screened at this year’s film festival and also get a chance to meet the filmmakers! Admission is free and will take place in Meister Hall, Schwindler Auditorium on Thursday, November 11th during club hours from 12:00PM-2:00PM. For further information about Bronx Community College’s Media Television Program, please call (718) 289-5572.
For Bronx Community College student Aliza Koszuk, a summer gardening project became a transformative experience that influenced her to shift her career path.

A liberal arts major, Koszuk had been leaning towards studying international affairs when she first enrolled at BCC in 2009. But a year later she responded to a call to help tend a summer garden on campus. Because of nurturing that successful vegetable and fruit garden, Koszuk now has set her sights on a career as a dietetics and nutrition major.

When she graduates from BCC, after taking a chemistry course next summer, she will pursue her studies at Lehman College in Fall 2011. She then plans to get her master’s degree and work as a dietician at a hospital or nursing home. “I want to help people improve their eating habits,” said Koszuk. “Dietetics is a great choice. You can help people in an important way that becomes noticeable over time.”

Koszuk’s transformation began on Earth Day in April when the BCC campus was abuzz with students participating in activities highlighting protecting the environment. At 43-years-old, Koszuk said she had been uncertain and intimidated about coming to college, particularly as to how she would do in the classroom. Bronx Community College is her first college experience. “It has been wonderful,” said Koszuk. “The BCC professors and counselors have been very helpful to me. I have enjoyed studying and I found out that my memory is good and I’ve proved to myself that I can do well on science tests.”

Koszuk was one of six students selected to be part of the Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP) Leadership Program. ASAP is a CUNY-initiated program which helps ambitious students move through community college in two and one-half to three years as compared to the national average graduation time of four to five years.

The group began meeting with David Taylor, Dean of Administration and Finance, Professor Charmaine Aleong of the Dietetics and Nutrition Science Program, and Professor Claudio Mazzantena of the Biology Department (who had received a grant for starting a garden). ASAP contributed $1,000 to help implement the garden project. The College’s Physical Plant Services staff prepared six 3’ x 6’ vegetable garden plots near the newly built, and soon to be opened, BCC Early Childhood Center.

Professor Aleong gave her advice based on her knowledge of and experience in raised bed gardening. “I performed a demonstration to the ASAP students on gardening with the use of two donated grow boxes,” she said. With the assistance of the students, Aleong planted herbs, strawberries, and flowers in the grow boxes. She also acted as consultant to the students during the spring planting, summer staking of plants, watering, and soil weeding. “The students did a fantastic job as most of the vegetables and flowers were grown from seed,” said Aleong.

The excitement of preparing the garden, planting seeds, and then nurturing them to maturity was a marvel for Koszuk. She was smitten by growing healthy food, and became well aware of the impact it can have on people. “I have always been health and food conscious. We only have one body and what we put in our bodies affects us greatly. The more natural foods we consume, the better it is for us,” said Koszuk.

In two months those gardening plots bloomed into bountiful growths of snap beans, tomatoes, broccoli, peppers, okra, eggplant, watermelon, strawberries, cucumbers, and herbs (such as thyme, oregano, parsley, cilantro, and wild flowers). Learning how to nurture a healthy garden was a new and completely captivating experience for Koszuk, who found out that the good campus soil, hot sun and daily watering and weeding were a big influence on healthy plants shooting up.

She was assisted by other ASAP students and Dilcia Gonzalez, a Physical Plant Services staff member. Koszuk’s sense of responsibility and curiosity soon had her developing a green thumb. Each morning at 8 a.m., Koszuk, who lives only 15 minutes from the College, walked to campus and stopped at the ASAP office to pick up Kathleen LeCadre, career and employment specialist, and Cyril Williams. They would head off to the garden to water and weed. They would often share vegetables and fruits with students and faculty.

“IT just seemed like such a wonderful idea to grow a garden in an urban setting,” said Koszuk. It is so important to incorporate nature into our lives. Just being around the garden changes the way I feel. It makes me take a breath, slow down a little, and be more sensitive to nature’s way.”
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Bronx Community College Early Childhood Center: A Student/Parent Perspective
By Vanessa Cook

The day I was inducted into the Bronx Community College family, through the methodology of an instantaneous process of my application, I did not know what to expect. During this fragile course in time, I was not privy to accurately reading the roster/block given to and sitting before me as an incoming freshman. In addition, I was oblivious to the buildings names, the campus layout, or where to find the classrooms to attend the sessions listed on my registration print out. Finally yet importantly, I was not knowledgeable of the programs Bronx Community College had to offer students with children. Therefore, I was uncertain to where my precious son, Charles, would remain during the day while I attended class.

This has been months ago, but its course seems like only yesterday. Yes, I finally figured out how to read the roster/block, now I am well aware of where all the buildings are located along with retaining all of the names, and I am no longer in the dark, to the campus layout and to where the classrooms are located in which the sessions are to be held. I learned by trial and error. However, I did not want to take the risk of error (by choosing a center that is not conducive to learning) as it pertains to my son. Children are irreplaceable; they are a rare and priceless gem. Fortunately, for me, a young woman by the name of Yvette, who is currently employed in the Admissions Office here at Bronx Community College, told me about the Childhood Center located at 2205 Sedgwick Avenue. This young woman did not know that the information she related to me on that day would introduce my son Charles and I to a school that is unique in its own right.

“Learning through Play” is a concept that I did not understand in its totality until I witnessed its amazing results with my son. His phonics and reading abilities tripled because of constant exposure to children’s art, music, and other activities offered by the center. I was welcomed by the Director and Staff to participate and was made aware of all of the activities that the Center offered my child. One particular activity that captured my son’s interest along with mine was Zumba. This activity incorporates dance moves for exercise with the usage of musical instruments. During Family and Friends Day my son showed me the awesome skills he acquired; I was urged to join in, that was a momentous occasion.

What is amazing, to me, was the care that was administered by the Center when my son was weighed down with seasonal allergies. Time was taken, out of the staff’s already hectic schedule, to wipe my son’s eyes as they watered and became puffy due to pollen. They did not have to do this; I do not believe that it is constituted in their handbook to take excessive care as it pertains to wiping children’s eye’s or nose’s. They did it because they cared. If my son ever gets ill or wets himself the center is faithful and expeditious in calling me and keeping me informed with his progress throughout the day. I could not ask for more.

Time prevents me from illuminating all of the great times my son Charles and I have experienced, and are continuing to experience at Bronx Community College Early Childhood Center; all I can exclaim is try this center for yourself, seeing first hand will make you a believer.
If it hadn’t been for the extra credit, I would have missed out one of the greatest talks I’ve heard in a long time. There was absolutely nothing I did not find appealing about Junot Diaz’s talk. My only disappointment was that he did not talk longer. His reading of his story “Alma” was hilarious, and I loved that he told the story uncensored because people need to hear real writing and not recorded, censored, or altered writing.

I appreciated his realness. He came in wearing a hoodie and jeans, and he spoke with ease and comfort, which made me feel comfortable as well. He is truly an amazing artist. What he said was real and true, and I was especially drawn to his discussion about the different masks people wear. People don’t really want to seem fake or as though they are not 100 percent themselves, but the truth is we’re different people at different times. Just as Junot Diaz said, “We all wear different masks.”

I like that he was basically a counselor for us, giving us great advice. Some of the advice I felt in my heart and will follow as when he said “persistence is absolutely essential to what you wanna do,” and “things you find difficult, you could be really good at,” and “never confuse the real with the truth.” In my life there are things that I want to do that are time intensive and I grow impatient, but Junot Diaz confirmed for me that persistence is important and no matter what I have to do, I can reach my goals.

There was so much I admired about what he said that I can hardly get all my thoughts together so I’ll just explain how I felt about everything. I loved that he let us into his personal life in the Dominican Republic when it was ruled by a dictator and his telling us about his father cheating on his mother. I loved how he came to this country at the age of six without knowing any English and managed to stand up on stage and speak so intellectually about his art and at the same time use slang to relate to our young urban audience. He caught my attention when he talked about learning another language because I come from a mixed family where both Spanish and English are spoken. However, I did not grasp the Spanish language as a kid and did not become fluent in speaking it. I understand Spanish but speaking it becomes a problem, and I always feel shame about how I’ll sound if I don’t speak it fluently. So when Diaz said that it was that shame that kept people from learning, I saw the truth in that. I feel as though I will try my best to overcome that shame so that I can communicate effectively with my family without doubts or embarrassment.

The talk was amazing, and I am truly honored to have been at this event. I learned a lot about Junot Diaz and myself.
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The Community College Baccalaureate Association’s 2011 Student Essay Contest
$1,500 to the contest winner!
Additional $500 to the winner’s community college!

Information and Entry Rules for the CCBA Student Essay Contest:

The Community College Baccalaureate Association (CCBA) is conducting its 8th Annual CCBA Essay Contest to determine what students think about community colleges that offer baccalaureate (four-year) degrees. The contest is open to students in the USA, Canada and the Caribbean.

A $1,500 check and an all expense paid trip to the 11th Annual Community College Baccalaureate Association Conference in San Diego, California from February 25-27, 2011 will be awarded to the individual with the winning essay. $500 will also be awarded to the winner’s college. The scholarship prize is provided by Community College Week.

Rules For Entry

- Each contestant may submit only one essay and it must specifically address the topic.
- Contestant must be currently enrolled in a community college.
- Essay must be typed using 12-point type.
- The essay text is limited to a minimum of 400 and a maximum of 500 words.
- Essay must have the following at the top of the first page submitted:
  - Essay title, Author’s name, address, telephone number and email address
  - Community college name, address, telephone number
- Entries must be e-mailed by midnight January 15, 2011 to Dr. Beth Hagan, Community College Baccalaureate Association: EssayContest@accbd.org (early entries are encouraged)
- The winner will be notified by January 21, 2011.
- Essays will become the property of the Community College Baccalaureate Association. Submission constitutes an authorization to the CCBA to use the essays for research, and grants the CCBA the authority to publish the results of the research and the text of the essays.

Topic:
The essay contest topic is: “Why obtaining a four year degree on my community college campus would be (or is currently) important to me.”

Baccalaureate degrees are now offered on community college campuses throughout the United States and Canada through University Centers, 2+2 programs and Distance Learning. Community Colleges in fourteen states and four Canadian provinces confer the degrees themselves. Students who enter the essay contest should explore the issues of baccalaureate degrees on community college campuses.

Information about this important movement is available on the CCBA web site: www.accbd.org or by calling 239-596-7990 for contest questions.

Scholarship prize provided by:

Community College Week
THE INDEPENDENT VOICE COVERING COMMUNITY, TECHNICAL AND JUNIOR COLLEGES, SINCE 1988
The Power of Volunteering: My Experience from Sri Lanka
By Jeffrey P. Guard

During my work at the hospital, I was able to participate or observe in over 700 patient examinations and 30 different surgical procedures. I spent time in clinical rotations at the General Clinic, the Male Ward, the Female Ward, the Surgical Ward, and the Pediatrics Ward. Aside from volunteering at Base Hospital, I also had the opportunity to spend a few days at Kethumathi Women’s Hospital in the Labor Base Hospital, where I was able to see women give birth to their newborn babies. This was remarkable and something I will never forget!

I was also able to spend a day at the Lions Gift of Sight Eye Hospital where I observed doctors perform eye examinations, demonstrations of how modern laser technology is used to correct vision loss, and I also observed several patients undergo cataract surgery. In addition to the hospital work, I also participated in a number of clinical visits at a mobile clinic in the small town of Wadduwa (south of Panadura). With the assistance of the Lions Club, a mobile clinic was established at the town hall offering free doctor consultations and medicines. My job was to help fill dispensers, prescribe medicines and make sure the patients received the medicines they needed.

The experience of volunteering has truly changed my life for the better. This experience taught me the importance of volunteering and how it can change the person volunteering but an entire world. The entire operation of the Lions Club, a mobile clinic was established at the town hall offering free doctor consultations and medicines. My job was to help fill dispensers, prescribe medicines and make sure the patients received the medicines they needed.

The experience of volunteering has truly changed my life for the better. This experience taught me the importance of volunteering and how it can change the person volunteering but an entire world. The entire operation of the Lions Club, a mobile clinic was established at the town hall offering free doctor consultations and medicines. My job was to help fill dispensers, prescribe medicines and make sure the patients received the medicines they needed.

Volunteering gave me a sense of purpose in life that is simply unattainable otherwise. It allowed me to use my hands, my mind and my heart to positively affect everyone I interacted with. It was electric and made me feel alive, awake and even born again!

Whether I was cleaning the afterbirth of a newborn child, examining a patient in the hospital ward or learning something new from one of the many doctors I worked with, the volunteer experience taught me a semester’s worth of knowledge in less than 30 days.

From learning how to communicate in a new language, figuring out how to get from Point A to Point B or even knowing how to operate an ATM in another country, all of this forces you to work mental muscles you never knew you had. As a volunteer, experiencing a foreign country meant that I had to learn quickly, and the only way I could do this was by keeping my mind open. This was a huge gift because now, back home, I find it much easier to be open to new experiences. Keeping an open mind has opened so many doors to friendship and new learning experiences that are changing my life and making me a better person and student.

Many patients in the hospital who came in were injured as a result of many choices they made about their health. In addition to volunteering, helping these people needed help, they were scared, terrified. Not only did they need medicine and patient education, they needed to be told things were going to be OK. I developed an overwhelming sense of compassion for every person who walked into the hospital seeking treatment.

For instance, working at the hospital, I was able to see many patients with diabetes type 2, a progressive disease where glucose becomes resistant to your body’s insulin. The progression occurs by eating the wrong kinds of food (threw in sugar), alcohol consumption, smoking and lack of exercise, or all of the above.

Many patients who came in with diabetes type 2 had made many of the above choices that lead them to this point of needing medical intervention and treatment. A great number of these patients were not taking their insulin and other necessary medications. “Why is this?” I asked the doctors.

One of the doctors explained, “Many of the people who get diabetes are scared. They go into denial and don’t want to take their medicine because to take it means the disease is real, so they go to herbal specialists or try to pry it away or just ignore it. They only come back when things get really bad.”

This opened my eyes. Can you imagine knowing that something is wrong with your body and you are terrified that you will lose the ability to provide for yourself or your family? I could see the fear in people’s eyes. It didn’t matter how they got this awful disease, what mattered was that they got the treatment and education they needed to know things were going to be OK if they made some small changes to their lifestyle and took the medication (which was ultra low-cost).

This was a huge gift. Now, when I see someone who needs help, my heart opens up to their need, judging them seems worthless, instead I choose to do what I can to provide comfort to that person in need.
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Volunteering in Sri Lanka made me grateful for everything I had in life. Experiencing life in a different country allowed me to see the restrictions many of my classmates are limited by. The doctors and nurses did everything possible with the limited resources they had to ensure that everyone received medical attention was given the best possible treatment treatment. However, there is a limit to what can be provided when you simply do not have enough or even access to medical technologies that here in the Bronx, we take for granted.

Properly trained, specially designed medical personnel provides universal health coverage for all its citizens (meaning, visiting the doctor is free and medicines are low-cost), there are medical services that are too expensive for the government to afford. It is heartbreaking to witness a sick person who is in desperate need of a treatment but not given it because it’s too expensive for the government to provide.

I also learned that while primary education is available to all in Sri Lanka, admissions to university is limited and very competitive, so many will miss the chance to pursue higher levels of education. In addition, universities throughout Sri Lanka are not well funded, so even when you have the chance for a higher-level education many of its resources available may be outdated or simply not available.

This made me grateful to be a CUNY student at BCC. I was reminded of how wealthy we are as students to have access to resources from our library and our Internet, the states of information, learning centers, and of course our hard-working, dedicated staff and faculty who make Bronx Community College an excellent learning experience for all students.

All of these ‘gifts’ that I was given as a volunteer is that I learned to be open to new experiences and to sense the power of volunteering and it underscores how much I have and more importantly, what I can do with it to empower my life and my community both here in the Bronx and elsewhere.

4. Critical Thinking

Both foreign travel and service are gold mines for critical thinking. In Sri Lanka, I was completely cut off from the United States, for that matter. This was a whole new, and very different, world. I had to re-map my mind to really think about how I was going to get from Point A to Point B. For example, the Base Hospital in Panadura resembled nothing I have ever seen in a hospital in the United States. I had to adjust to the medical system work. It was not easy, because on top of everything, everyone spoke Sinhala and only on occasion, English.
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impressive.

What makes volunteering abroad so impressive is the fact that I can speak to all the qualities that most employers look for in a desirable employee by speaking of my volunteer experience in Sri Lanka. Can I work with people from different backgrounds? Absolutely, Am I am to cope with a changing environment? Sure am! Would I consider myself a team player? Yes, I do. Do I have the ability to think outside of the box? Yes, and then some. Give an example where you learned the importance of communication. I could speak to infinity about Sri Lanka and needing to communicate properly—and how vital it was to pick the right words.

The fact that I have this incredible volunteer experience allows me to answer questions with examples and stories about my volunteer experience in Sri Lanka during interviews. To an employer it will sound both interesting and different, both of which has the likely potential to land me a great job.

6. Building Relationships

My volunteer experience was originally organized by the group Projects Abroad (projectsabroad.org) an international organization that matches you with other volunteers who share your particular volunteer interests. I met pre-medical and medical students from all over Europe as well as a few students from other parts of the US. We had lots of fun sharing our experiences from the hospital, sometimes we got to pair up during some of the clinical rotations, and outside of the hospital we bonded as friends. Being away for so long made people homies, and having a network of fellow students who empathized gave us all the chance to help one another and make lasting friendships.

In addition to meeting other volunteers from around the world, I was housed with a host family. This provided the amazing experience of getting to live like a real Sri Lankan. The host father, Mr. J. Bandara, was a kind and generous man in that he opened his family’s house to me along with five other volunteers. Being that his family was also Buddhist, he took me to his local temple where he and his family worshipped. Inside the temple, I was in awe to be surrounded by so much sacred beauty, history and spiritual serenity. After showing me his temple, my host father showed me an eye hospital that was built with the proceeds from the Lions Club (a civic organization dedicated to helping people around the world with vision problems).

In fact, I learned that he graciously volunteered his expertise as a civil engineer in having the hospital properly constructed. This impressed me deeply to know that my host father was a man who believed in volunteering his time and services to better his community. This was a person, another fellow volunteer with whom I knew I wanted to have a lifelong connection. This is an amazing gift of volunteering, the potential to make lifelong friends, bonded by the desire to help others.

7. Deeper Insight

What is important in life?

What do I really want to do with my life?

Traveling abroad and volunteering in a foreign country can open these questions up and force you to examine the answers. Being immersed in a different country, volunteering in a hospital that was working at its full capacity, observing sick patients having to share beds, dealing with no air-conditioning in equatorial heat, with little resources, and feeling somewhat powerless—I was constantly wrestling with these questions.

My mission in life is to inspire people and to help others heal. I want to fulfill that mission by becoming a medical doctor. One of the objectives as a medical doctor I want to provide is high-quality medical treatment to low-access communities both in the Bronx, and the world.

Now, here I was in Sri Lanka—experiencing in real-time, the very thing I say I wanted to do with my life. Is this really what I want? The work was hard, hot and in some ways sad, especially when there was nothing that could be done to help really sick patients. At the end of the day, the doctor in this situation rarely gets the credit they deserve. They usually end up exhausted, overworked and severely underpaid, but despite all of that, I could not imagine myself doing anything else.

I knew, despite the difficult operating environment—that I was home and I was truly meant to be a doctor spending the rest of life doing this kind of work. The volunteer experience gave me this gift of deeper insight and greater perspective, and thankfully, it confirmed that I was on the right path in life.

5. Leadership

There was no one who cared if I showed up to the hospital or medical clinic, there was no one taking my attendance, there was no one who was going to hold my hand and show me the way be my teacher. The doctors with whom I would be assisting/shadowing were overwhelmed with about 70 patients to examine in a 4-hour time frame, per day. The last thing they wanted to do was babysit a healthy volunteer; it was not personal, they were just extremely busy and I had to be worth their time. Making this volunteer experience a powerful, learning, life-changing opportunity was up to me.

I quickly learned that if I showed up at the hospital at 6:00 in the morning, I could have up to two hours with the most junior doctors (“House Officers”) who were performing their morning rounds of their patients, preparing for the morning review with the senior doctors.

The early morning was the right time; the junior doctors had more time to explain things like the conditions of each patient. They allowed me to auscultate the patients (listen to the lungs and heart via stethoscope) and quizzed me based on symptoms what kind of diagnosis I would make, and then either congratulate me or correct me (usually correct me).

When the senior doctors arrived and discovered that I showed up at 6:00 they were impressed and allowed me to follow them, including me in the morning examinations and allowing me to participate.

I had to assume personal leadership and develop a series of ways to make myself worth the doctors’ time. I had to figure out the best possible way to reach these physicians and to be helpful. Some volunteers just gave up, and would only show up for an hour and then leave for the beach, but I was committed to making this a success.

I am proud to say that I developed a great reputation in the hospital and was dubbed, “The American, ” and all the doctors knew me at the end of the experience because of my perseverance, willingness to work hard and learn. This volunteer experience could have been a disaster if I chose to be passive.

Instead, I was forced to assume a leadership position and actively find ways to be included and it exceeded my own expectations. As a result, I helped shape my own profound clinical experience of participating in over 150 patient consultations and 30 surgeries and surgical procedures: not bad for a pre-medical student. None of this would have happened if I arrived to the hospital and sat on bench waiting for a doctor to come and get me and show me the ropes.

9. Adventure

Without a doubt, volunteering can be extraordinarily FUN! Sri Lanka is a beautiful island and an ancient country filled with rich history, including the history of Buddhism itself, a religion that has flourished in the country for over 2500 years. The early morning was the right time; the junior doctors had more time to explain things like the conditions
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It's a Sunday morning on the island of dummy-nee-ca
And the locals are moving in a sluggardly manner.
So she went to her male friend's house
And played a game of cat and mouse
She had her fun
Then had to run
And said good bye for the day.
Christina began to feel strange
It's like her mind had been rearranged.
For she was carrying a human life.
When the smell of vomit filled the air.
She threw herself down the stairs, nine times
She had her fun
And played a game of cat and mouse
She had her fun
Then had to run
And said good bye for the day.

Christina Bhoriendo
By Julien Prevost

Winged Maple Seeds
By William Murray

Ode to Lucy
By Muhammad Jalloh

Deserve
By Natasha Brown

Random Love
By Ibrahim Siddiq aka P.O.E.T.
When you've completed your associate degree you'll have many great options ahead of you and one is DeVry College of New York. We work with community college students to make sure qualifying credits transfer seamlessly and that you have everything you need, including:

- Access to required courses
- Financial aid
- Lifetime Career Services for all graduates

3 New York City Area Locations
Midtown | Manhattan | Queens

For more information on earning your bachelor’s degree, please visit DeVry.edu/cc.
Top 10 reasons to Join a Club at Bronx Community College

OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE MANY ACADEMIC PROGRAMS & MAJORS; PROFESSIONAL & SOCIAL NETWORKING; NUMEROUS LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES; SCHOOL SPIRIT; COMMUNITY SERVICE; TRANSFERABLE SKILLS; CROSS-CULTURAL APPRECIATION; OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP OTHERS; DOCUMENTED EXPERIENCE; BUILD MEMORIES & FRIENDSHIP

**Alpha Beta Gamma** – An International Honor Society of Business for students at 2 year technical community or vocational colleges. (Advisor: Elsworth Brown, 718.289.5587, ME G-10)

**African Students’ Association** – To support and introduce African culture within the BCC community. (Advisor: Eugene Adams, 718.289.5952, BU 307)

**Anime/Manga Gaming Club** – Creative group of students whose goal it is to share their appreciation for Japanese art and host annual video game tournaments. (Advisor: Florence Tanaka-Kuwashima, 718.289.3088, BL 310C)

**A.N.S.W.E.R. Club** – Act Now to Stop War and End Racism will provide educational events against war and racism. (Advisor: Andrew McInerney, 718.289.5406, CPH 109)

**B.O.L.D. BCC Organization for Leadership in Disability** – To promote disability awareness, rights, and culture at BCC and beyond. (Advisor: Julia Rodas, 718.289.3201, CO 626)

**Book Club** – To foster and further develop pleasure in reading, and reading-life within a community of like-minded people. (Advisor: Frances DiSalvo, 718.289.5443, CO 632)

**Business Club** – To provide a network and information forum across the business and information system curriculum. (Advisor: Howard Irby, Jr., 718.289.5585, ME GO8)

**Cobra Car Club** – To gather a community of BCC students to discuss automotive technology and to build a 1965 MK III Cobra. (Advisor: George Patchoros, 718.289.3213, Sage Hall B6)

**BCC Cheerleading & Spirit Club** – To provide inspiration and enthusiastic support to BCC sports teams. (Advisor: Danielle Jean-Marie, 718.289.5973, GML 8)

**The Communicator** – To publish the Bronx Community College student newspaper. To inform, update, educate and inspire the College community. (Advisor: Andrew Rowan, 718.289.5314, CO 612)

**Christian Club** – To share the benefits and teachings of the gospel of Christ. (Advisor: Timothy Sedore, 718.289.5736, CO 640)

**Chi Alpha Epsilon Honors Society** – To continue to excel academically, promote academic excellence in others, and to help those who genuinely aspire to the same goal. (Advisor: Cassandra Rosemberg, 718.289.5460, LO 400)

**Dance Workshop** – To learn and perform various dances for the College and local community. (Advisor: Susan Moss, 718.289.5281, AG 401A)

**Dominican Cultural Club** – To advance knowledge of Dominican culture within the BCC community. (Advisors: Deivid Valdez & Jacqueline Polanco, 718.289.5144/5668, LH 16)

**Firebird/Creative Writers Club** – To create and nurture a vibrant community of writers, reflecting the cultural, social, and political diversity of BCC and publish the literary magazine, Firebird. (Advisor: Julie Bolt, 718.289.5739, CO 420)
History Club – The purpose of the history club is to encourage historical inquiry and discussion. (Advisor: William deJong-Lembert 718.289.3448 – CO 343)

International Students Club – To support the academic and social interests of International Students fostering academic success. (Advisor: Martha Charles- Glenn, 718.289.5921, LO 214)

Math & Computer Science Club – Students will be given opportunities to investigate critical thinking skills, compete, take on leadership roles and improve mathematical & problem solving skills. (Advisor: Rony Gouraige, 718.289.5926, CPH 114)

Media Technology & Film Society – To study cinematic techniques, conduct professional workshops/lectures, hold video and film festivals on and off campus and to enter films and videos into festivals. (Advisor: Jeffrey Wisotsky, 718.289.5572, ME CO2)

Muslim Students’ Association – To provide information and education about the Islamic culture to non-Muslim students and people of other cultures for developing understanding between Muslims and non-Muslims. (Advisor: Kamal Ismail, 718.289.5315, ME 811)

Nursing Club – To help provide guidance and support to students interested in the Nursing curriculum. (Advisor: Catherine Mbewe, 718.289.5363, CPH 402)

Paralegal Society – To support the academic development of future paralegal professionals. (Advisor: Marvin Yaker, 718.289.5958, ME 313)

Peace & Social Justice Club – To increase peace consciousness in its members and among the campus community. (Advisor: David Blot, 718.289.5688, CO 639)

Phi Theta Kappa – To recognize and encourage the academic achievement of two-year college students and provide opportunities for individual growth and development. (Advisor: Eldiane Elmeus, 718.289.5486, LO 418)

Political Science Club – To educate BCC students of the importance of politics and to motivate them to be active citizens. (Advisor: Peter Kolozi, 718.289.5665, CO 320)

Rainbow Alliance - To conduct community service and bring about diversity and awareness on the BCC campus. (Advisor: Marilyn Russell, 718.289.5210, LO 417)

Secular Humanist Club – To successfully promote the understanding of the rights and beliefs of secular humanist students. (Advisor: Marc Barnhill, 718.289.3206, CO 604)

Society of Plastics Engineers (S.P.E.) – To enhance the study of the plastic industry by increasing awareness among students, faculty and staff of the diverse ways in which the study of plastic is helping improve our lives. (Advisor: Vicki Flaris, 718.289.5553, ME 816)

Sociology Club – To examine issues like racism, sexism and ethnic prejudice. (Advisors: Vaso Thomas Jacqueline Polanco, 718.289.5669/5668, CO 339)

Speech, Drama & Debate Team – To provide BCC students with a platform outside of the classroom in which to practice, perform, and gain proficiency in oral communication. (Advisor: Ellen Mareneck, 718.289.5766, CO 735)

Theatre Workshop – To perform and assess theatrical performances and encourage theatrical involvement of the BCC campus community. (Advisor: John Socas, 718.289.5763, CO 731)

Top Model’s Club – To highlight BCC students’ inner beauty and enhance their confidence through fashion and performance. (Advisor: Pina Martinelli, 718.289.5993, SH 308)

Urban Unity – To help BCC students explore ways to develop and promote their various talents. (Advisor: Benjamin Yarmolinsky, 718.289.5254, GU 203)

Veteran’s Club – To establish a Veteran presence on campus ensuring a smoother transition from military to civilian/student life at BCC. (Clifford Marshall II, 718.289.5708, CO 512)
WTF? (What’s The Facts?)

By Terell Tripp

Welcome to The Communicator’s new column, WTF?

In this column we’ll be discussing famous and not so famous individuals and their media antics.

In this month’s edition...

WTF happened to Lindsay Lohan…?

Let’s think back to 1998. *Parent Trap* hit theaters and adored child star Lindsay Lohan entered the consciousness of America. The ‘American Machine’ called Hollywood just ate this darling little redhead up, and consequently swallowed her whole. Caught up in the fast-paced life of parties, sex, alcohol and drug abuse, which is mainstream Hollywood. This once promising actress who delighted audiences in such films as *Freaky Friday* and *Mean Girls* has become fish food for the Piranha, otherwise known as paparazzi.

Her battles with substance abuse and the legal system due to the media have now become a thing of legend. Understanding this, Judge Eilden Fox took pity on the young starlet and released her 77 days early from her 90-day sentence in August, which she received for violating her DUI probation. Ms. Lohan did a measly 13 days. I don’t know about you guys but I know where I’m from, if the judge hits you with 90 days, you’re doing 90 days! They also sent her to a 90-day rehab; she only did 22. Recently, the same judge hit Ms. Lohan with another warrant, this is the fourth in her DUI probation case, due to her failing several drug tests, including this last one, in which she tested positive for cocaine, less than a month from her release.

Lindsay had this to say via Twitter; “I’ve admitted to the things that I’ve done—to, you know, dabbling in certain things and trying things ‘cause I was young and curious and thought it was like, O.K., ‘cause other people were doing it and other people put it in front of me. And I see what happened in my life because of it.” Let’s hear it for the parents! Oh’ well, she seems to have happened upon the road traveled by several a ‘troubled child star’, including Drew Barrymore, Todd Bridges, and Corey Feldman. WTF?

Speaking of substance abuse…

**Bruno Mars arrested for cocaine possession…WTF?**

First of all, this guy is barely a celebrity. He’s got one ‘Hit Song’ on which he only sung on the hook (B.o.B.’s *Beautiful Girls*), well maybe two (He also sung on Gym class Hero front man Travie McCoy’s single *Billionaire*)…Point is, who does he think he is? The singer/songwriter was found in the bathroom of the Las Vegas Hard Rock Casino with a bag of cocaine. Reportedly, he was seen by somebody who really needed to use the stall and couldn’t ‘hold water’... lol. The civilian alerted the bathroom attendant who promptly reported Mr. Mars (whose real name is Peter Hernandez) to a nearby security guard, who confronted him before he could leave the bathroom stall. He was asked to hand over any narcotics he might have had and gave the security a bag which contained 2.6 grams of what later tested positive for cocaine. (Real Smart) Personally, I think this is a stunt for veteran mess ups like Paris Hilton, Nick Nolte, or TI. This new guy thinks he can come along and totally risk his life and career under the scrutiny of our media and get away with it? Well...probably so, but the point is, it’s way too early in the game for mistakes like this…WTF?

Now for something a little less heart breaking…

**The richest man in NY, Mayor Bloomberg… Only owns two pairs of shoes…WTF?**

Apparently, the mayor is not only the richest man in NY, but also the cheapest! I think it is fair to say I am probably not the shoe industry or the clothing industry’s best customer,” Mayor Bloomberg said, in response to a story posted by *The NY Post* about the two pairs of loafers he’s worn to work every day since the Clinton administration. “The mayor owns only two pairs of work shoes,” his spokesman, Stu Loeser, told *The Post*. “One day he’ll wear one, the next the other — and when they get worn down, he has them resoled.” I mean, I know we only pay him $1 a year, but come on man, you’re a billionaire. $18 billion and you only have two pair of shoes; talk about thrifty! Somebody, go get Bruno Mars out the bathroom, we need him to sing that *Billionaire* hook…! LOL.

If you would like to comment on any of the stories in this column feel free to write me at RellsNells@live.com, write “WTF” in the subject line. Your comments could be posted in next month’s edition of The Communicator.
This year is the 25th anniversary of the Black Engineer of the Year Awards Conference. Our students from Bronx Community College are excited and looking forward to participating in this year’s conference. Students are recommended by faculty from the following departments: chemistry, mathematics and computer science, biology, physics and physics technology, business and information systems, and student life.

Students are asked to write an essay on their experience at the Black Engineer if the Year Awards. Next year, the conference will be held in Washington D.C. from February 18-21, 2011. The campus coordinators for this event are Barbara Martin, Eldiane Elmeus, and Clifford Marshall II. The essay that follows is a brief description of one student’s experience at the 2010 conference. It does an excellent job of summarizing the overall experience of students who attended.

The 24th Black Engineer of the Year Awards

The 24th Black Engineer of the Year Awards were held in Baltimore, Maryland, from February 18-20, 2010. It was a life changing experience that prepares future leaders for the 21st century. Sixteen students from Bronx Community College were selected to represent the school at the BEYA Conference. As a student in the STEM program, we were honored and privileged to attend.

The journey to Baltimore, Maryland, began on Friday, February 19 at 7:00 am in front of Roscoe Brown Student Center where all of us converged to board the school bus. We were accompanied by four chaperones that included Barbara Martin, campus coordinator, and Nirvana Burns, student campus coordinator. We arrived at Maryland University around 12 pm where we took our first tour of the university as a group. Courtesy of the BCC Student Government Association, students were lodged at the Sheraton Hotel.

At 6:00 p.m., the students were gathered at the Sheraton Hotel for a welcome speech. After that, we were able to socialize with the students for the DIEL orientation and reception. Four speakers addressed the students and presented speeches on what BEYA was all about and its future goal. (The 2010 Black Engineer of the Year Award/Minorities in Research Science (BEYA, MIRS) honorees represent an array of scientific and technical professionals who are working in critical areas of education, government and industrial sections” (Tyrone D. Taborn, publisher, U.S. Black Engineer & Information Technology magazine) to maintain our country’s leadership in the 21st century. Skilled scientists and engineers are needed to create tomorrow’s innovations. Therefore, BEYA looks forward to continue to support and inspire youth into the future.

On Saturday, different seminars such as career fair expo, achieving maximum success, and fast track to leadership investing in your future were held. Students were able to network with each other, and had the opportunity to meet with representatives from different companies and universities such as Air Force Research Laboratories, Lockheed Martin, American Academy of Environmental Engineers, NAVAIR, NAVFAC, NAVSEA, Med Tonics, Morgan State University, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Navy, Wal-Mart, Virginia State University and many more. Meeting with these representatives gave the students a wider horizon and stimulated in-depth thinking on what to do with their degree, scholarship program, internship program and job opportunities. This was rounded off with submission of resumes.

The grand finale was the BEYA Gala on Saturday at the Hilton Key Ballroom where thousands of people were present to witness the beautiful occasion. Contracts were signed, speeches were given, and the 2010 Black Engineer of the Year Award for the Black Engineer of the Year Award recognizes and documents the contributions of blacks in the fields of Science Engineering Technology and Math (STEM) careers. These awards help build a treasure chest of histories and contributions that will endure forever.

The BEYA Conference was a life-changing experience. BCC students were on their best behavior. We demonstrated intellectual curiosity, maturity, and shared information amongst one another. The journey back to New York was smooth and wonderful. We arrived back at BCC around 5 pm, and we departed to our various homes with wonderful memories.
Women’s Global Film Series--Fall 2010

**Yesterday**
October 7, 12-2
Schwendler Auditorium

Introduced and Q&A moderated by Professor Sibongile Mhlaba, Department of History

**Chisholm ’72: Unbought and Unbossed**
November 4, 12-2
Schwendler Auditorium

Introduced and Q&A moderated by Professor Julie Bolt, Department of English, and Professor Kate Culkin, Department of History

**4 Months, 3 Weeks, and 2 Days**
December 2, 12-2
Schwendler Auditorium

Introduced and Q&A moderated by Professor William deLong-Lambert, Department of History

*Sponsored by the National Center for Educational Alliances & the History Club*

For more information, visit: [https://bcc-cuny.digication.com/globalwomenfilmfestival/Welcome](https://bcc-cuny.digication.com/globalwomenfilmfestival/Welcome) or contact Dr. Kate Culkin at katherine.culkin@bcc.cuny.edu

**OCD Credit Available**